Best Topics A Five Minutes
Informative Speech
If you ally need such a referred Best Topics A Five Minutes
Informative Speech ebook that will provide you worth, get the
agreed best seller from us currently from several preferred
authors. If you want to entertaining books, lots of novels, tale,
jokes, and more ﬁctions collections are then launched, from best
seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections Best
Topics A Five Minutes Informative Speech that we will agreed
oﬀer. It is not approaching the costs. Its virtually what you
infatuation currently. This Best Topics A Five Minutes Informative
Speech, as one of the most working sellers here will utterly be
among the best options to review.

Workbook for Public Speaking
Patricia Comeaux 1995-06 This
text is intended as a
supplement to a main public
speaking textbook or as a
stand-alone workbook. It oﬀers
concrete applications of the
principles of rhetoric and public
speaking, and provides a
teaching and learning tool.
State of Medical practice:
India Alaparthy Chitti Babu
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

2020-04-18 Dr Alaparthy Chitti
Babu BSc. MS general surgery
from Osmania medical college
Hyderabad settled as a General
practitioner, in medical practice
since the last sixty years. This
Autobiography, in general,
reﬂect the state of medical
practice in India since last six
decades; of course with a
personal and regional ﬂavour,
recording my experiences and
medical case records, that I
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encountered in various stages
of my training and medical
practice.
The Speaker's Handbook, Spiral
bound Version Jo Sprague
2015-01-01 Helping students
speak in the classroom and the
boardroom, THE SPEAKER'S
HANDBOOK, 11e covers the
entire process of preparing,
organizing, developing, and
delivering a speech-making it
the ideal text for students
taking a public speaking course
as well as an excellent
reference for experienced
speakers. The handbook
continues to oﬀer thorough
coverage of ethics, reasoning,
analyzing audience, and
diversity. Each chapter is
designed to stand alone so that
speakers can refer only to the
sections that meet their needs.
Vivid new graphics in the
Eleventh Edition help illustrate
key concepts. Speeches from
students and public ﬁguresincluding President Obama's
commemorative speech on the
death of Nelson Mandelaprovide relevant speech models
as well as material for analysis.
Features such as For Your
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

Beneﬁt equip students with
valuable tips and advice, while
Speaker's Workshop and
Putting It into Practice activities
give students plenty of handson application. In addition, new
Learning Objectives and
updated Checklists help
students review what they've
learned. Important Notice:
Media content referenced
within the product description
or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The Natural Speaker Randy
Fujishin 2018-04-27 The Natural
Speaker is a friendly step-bystep guide to public speaking
that explores the fundamental
skills necessary to present a
natural, and rewarding speech
to any audience. By providing
an overview of speech
construction, practice, and
delivery, this book is designed
to enhance and improve upon
students' natural strengths.
Featuring a warm, and
humorous writing style, The
Natural Speaker illustrates the
concepts and skills required for
enjoyable public speaking, and
Randy Fujishin invites readers
to view speaking as a life-long
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journey. This ninth edition has
been updated throughout to
reﬂect the integration of online
media in public speaking
today—with sections on digital
visual aids, digital note taking,
and speaking on YouTube—and
now features guidance on
speaking to multicultural
audiences.
Successful Public Speaking
Cheryl Hamilton 1996 In
Successful Public Speaking, you
will learn how to hone your
verbal, visual, and vocal
messages for maximum impact
and success! Cheryl Hamilton
stresses the importance of
visual aids as an integral part of
speech-making and gives
abundant practical advice to
help with your speaking skills.
The book begins by explaining
the characteristics of good
speakers, speaking
misconceptions, and the basic
steps in planning a speech. The
second chapter gives you all
you need to know to prepare
and present your ﬁrst speech.
Successful Public Speaking
progresses to include full
chapters on building speaker
conﬁdence, listening, and
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

designing visual aids for a
presentation. You will learn
ways to make transparencies,
slides, or ﬂip charts look more
professional and easily visible
to an audience.
Essentials of Business
Communication Mary Ellen
Guﬀey 2015-01-01 A trusted
market leader, Guﬀey/Loewy's
ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION, 10E presents
a streamlined approach to
business communication that
includes unparalleled learning
resources for instructors and
students. ESSENTIALS OF
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
includes the authoritative text
and a self-teaching grammar
and mechanics handbook at the
back of the text as well as
extraordinary print and digital
exercises designed to build
grammar, punctuation, and
writing skills. As students learn
basic writing skills, they are
encouraged to apply these
skills to a variety of e-mails,
memos, letters, reports, and
resumes. Redesigned, updated
model documents and
extensively updated exercises
and activities introduce
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students to the latest business
communication practices. The
latest edition of this awardwinning text features complete
coverage of social media
communication, electronic
messages, and digital media to
prepare students for workplace
communication success.
Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the
product description or the
product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Public Speaking: The
Evolving Art Stephanie J.
Coopman 2014-01-01 PUBLIC
SPEAKING: THE EVOLVING ART
is the ﬁrst book to meet the
expectations of today's
students while both preserving
and oﬀering innovative
variations on the well-respected
traditions of public speaking
instruction. Throughout the
text, in short video segments,
four peer mentors expertly
guide readers through the
concepts and strategies
presented in the text. Important
Notice: Media content
referenced within the product
description or the product text
may not be available in the
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

ebook version.
Contemporary Public
Speaking Courtland L. Bovée
2003 Contemporary Public
Speaking includes all the
traditional fundamentals as well
as the hottest issues in public
speaking today. Featuring a
conversational style and an
extensive photo and illustration
program, this comprehensive
coverage provides students
with the tools they need to
analyze and apply public
speaking principles. Examples,
exercises, and boxed features
oﬀer insights into major themes
such as speaking across
cultures, developing creativity,
improving critical thinking,
overcoming speech anxiety,
focusing on ethics, and learning
from real-world speaking
situations. Students will also
explore how to speak on the job
and in small groups, develop
persuasive strategies, and use
audio/visual aids--from ﬂip
charts to multimedia
presentations--and will learn
basic ways to become more
eﬀective speakers and
listeners. A Collegiate Press
book CONSULTING EDITORS:
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JoAnn Edwards, University of
Mississippi Jon A. Hess,
University of Missouri, Columbia
Cynthia Irizarry, Stetson
University Shannon McCraw,
Southeastern Oklahoma State
University Timothy P. Meyer,
University of Wisconsin, Green
Bay Louis J. Rosso, Winthrop
University
Communication Seiler 1998-12
Keep The Stars Magan Vernon
2016 The stars aligned and I've
promised myself to Ace forever.
Now we can move on with the
next steps of our lives,
together. But life has a way of
getting in the way of keeping
things simple My new
roommate has a dangerous link
to my past. One I can't even tell
her about. And the one person
who I thought was my biggest
conﬁdante is now pulling away.
I thought my life was coming
together. Now I have to ﬁgure
out if I can keep everything
from falling apart. **This book
was formerly titled How to Mary
an Alien and the third book in
the Alien Romance series. The
cover and synopsis have
changed but the content is the
same. This book is geared more
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

toward Upper YA readers and
does contain the discussion or
marriage equality and gay
marriage themes that were
hinted at in the ﬁrst two books.
There is also a little more heat
in this one, but nothing that
would keep one out of the
kitchen.**
Speech Communication
Ernest G. Bormann 1981
Culture and the Condom
William F Pinar 2005 In the last
decade of the twentieth
century, the «safe sex»
message - advocating the use
of condoms to prevent
pregnancy and curb the spread
of AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases - has
endured relentless attacks by
conservative religious groups
who seek to instill doubt and
promote an abstinence-only
theme in American public
schools. The essays in this book
provide a stimulating historical
and cultural inquiry into the
multiplicity of meanings
attributed to one prophylactic:
the condom. Given the vast
array of sexual attitudes toward
condom usage within American
culture and around the world,
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Culture and the Condom will
provoke readers into examining
signiﬁcant dominant discourses
and alternative perspectives by
viewing condoms through the
lens of cinematic and television
imagery, artistic
representations, statistical
analyses, commercial
advertising, and animation.
Teaching the Core Skills of
Listening and Speaking Erik
Palmer 2014-04-01 With the
Common Core State Standards
emphasizing listening and
speaking across the curriculum,
these long-neglected language
arts are regaining a place in
schools. For teachers, this
means reexamining practices
and rethinking expectations.
How much do we know about
teaching listening and speaking
as the complex communication
skills they are? How do we
teach students to discuss
appropriately, integrate and
understand the mountains of
information they receive, and
express themselves clearly and
eﬀectively? In this lively and
practical book, 20-year
teaching veteran Erik Palmer
presents an approach aligned
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

to the six Common Core anchor
standards for speaking and
listening but focused on
preparing students for 21st
century communication inside
and beyond the classroom.
Here, you'll get concrete
guidance for teaching and
assessing * Collaborative
discussion * Listening and
media literacy * Questioning
and reasoning * Speech
presentation * Eﬀective
multimedia use * Adapting
speech to diﬀerent content and
tasks With due respect to
reading and writing, we do
most of our communicating--in
the classroom and in life-through listening and speaking.
Filled with examples and
speciﬁc activities targeted to
variety of subjects and grade
levels, this book is an essential
resource for all teachers
interested in helping students
acquire core skills that cross
the content areas and support
long-term success.
Creating Communication Randy
Fujishin 2008-07-29 This book
shows how to create
communication that will
improve personal relationships,
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enhance an individual's
participation and leadership in
groups, develop public
speaking skills, and strengthen
interviewing abilities.
Invitation to Public Speaking National Geographic Edition
Cindy L. Griﬃn 2014-01-14
INVITATION TO PUBLIC
SPEAKING was designed to
provide you with solid public
speaking skills that will serve
you well. This text shows you
the power and importance of
public speaking in your life as
well as in the community. This
special National Geographic
Learning edition includes
dynamic and exciting stories
and tips from young people
who are committed to sharing
their passion for conservation
and learning, accompanied by
spectacular National
Geographic photographs.
Speech-building help and
examples of student speeches
in every chapter help you
understand the basic concepts
so that you learn how to give
successful speeches. Important
Notice: Media content
referenced within the product
description or the product text
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

may not be available in the
ebook version.
Speaking Our Minds : a
Guide to Public Speaking for
Canadians Sandie Barnard
1996
Conﬁdence Public Speaking
Nelson 1996-02
Public Speaking Steven A.
Beebe 2003 The unique,
audience-centered approach of
this top-selling text emphasizes
that success in public speaking
depends on how listeners
interpret the message. Public
Speaking: An AudienceCentered Approach brings
theory and practice together in
an understandable and
applicable manner. Its
distinctive and popular
approach emphasizes the
importance of analyzing and
considering the audience at
every point along the way, with
marginal icons highlighting
audience-related discussions.
This model of public speaking
serves as a foundation as the
text guides students through
the step-by-step process of
public speaking, focuses their
attention on the importance
and dynamics of diverse
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audiences, and narrows the gap
between the classroom and the
real world.
The Challenge of Eﬀective
Speaking Rudolph F. Verderber
2011-01-01 Completely
integrated with NEW online
tools that actively prepare
students to create eﬀective
speeches and NEW brief in-text
speech elements that address
the way today's students learn,
the 15th edition of THE
CHALLENGE OF EFFECTIVE
SPEAKING is a valuable
teaching partner for your
course. Pioneers in skills-based
public speaking instruction,
Verderber and Verderber have
perfected their book's Speech
Planning Action Steps, which
resourcefully guide students
through speech creation as
they progress through six
Action Steps--topic selection,
audience analysis and
adaptation, eﬀective research,
organization, visual aids, and
language and delivery. The
Verderbers, together with new
coauthor Deanna D. Sellnow,
have enhanced this nationwide
best seller in many ways. The
authors give your students an
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

exceptional foundation for
creating and delivering their
speeches, including the latest
research, numerous in-text
activities, more techniques to
help them address anxiety and
ethical issues that speakers
face, new critical-thinking and
reﬂection prompts that help
students think logically about
the speech-making process,
and much more. Important
Notice: Media content
referenced within the product
description or the product text
may not be available in the
ebook version.
Irm-Essentials of Public
Speaking Hamilton 2005-03
Speak Out, Call In Meggie
Mapes 2019
The Forensic of Pi Kappa
Delta 1976
Public Speaking Simon &
Schuster 1999-09
Public Speaking Basics
Michael A. Griﬃn 2015-04-03
Public Speaking Basics provides
concise information, classroom
exercises, homework
assignments, and speeches to
enable college students to
master public speaking. There
is an emphasis on creating
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eﬀective thesis sentences,
motivational appeals,
introductions and conclusions,
outlines, and supporting
information. Sample speeches
are provided.
Cengage Advantage Series:
Essentials of Public
Speaking Cheryl Hamilton
2014-03-31 Packed with sample
speeches illustrating what to do
as well as plenty of examples
detailing what not to do, this
value-priced public speaking
text equips students with the
essential skills and theories
needed to become an eﬀective
public speaker. ESSENTIALS OF
PUBLIC SPEAKING emphasizes
critical thinking as it delivers
abundant practical advice,
intriguing discussions on the
role of ethics in public
speaking, and up-to-date
coverage on eﬀectively using
technology in speech
development and delivery. The
sixth edition features a new
streamlined organization, a
revised initial chapter that gets
students speaking right away
with 11 types of introductory
speeches, and two new
chapters (one on ethics and
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

technology in public speaking
and another on team
presentations). Important
Notice: Media content
referenced within the product
description or the product text
may not be available in the
ebook version.
Teaching on Borrowed Time
Laurence C. Schwartz
2022-02-16 In Teaching on
Borrowed Time: An Adjunct’s
Memoir, Laurence C. Schwartz
guides the reader through his
thirty-plus years of teaching
part-time as an adjunct lecturer
on the university circuit. Always
unpredictable and never dull,
Schwartz’s journey will take
him to twenty diﬀerent colleges
and to twenty-three diﬀerent
subjects. The swirling range of
topics Schwartz has discussed
in his classes include Aristotle,
social media, the Reverend Dr.
Martin Luther King, Charles
Manson, feminism, Charlie
Chaplin, Mel Brooks, opera, the
Grateful Dead, Playboy
magazine, Nathan’s Famous
Hot Dogs, and many others. At
one point, Schwartz teaches the
art of hieroglyphics to ﬁve-yearolds at the Summer Institute for
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the Gifted. Ever the outsider,
Schwartz chronicles the highs,
lows, and in-betweens of
teaching at public universities,
private universities, four-year
colleges, community colleges,
sectarian colleges, a New York
City high school, inner-city
campuses, suburban campuses,
and elite New England private
academies. In addition to his
consistently precarious
livelihood as an adjunct,
Schwartz directs, writes, and
acts in the New York theater
scene. Given that 65 percent of
the nation’s undergraduate
faculty consists of adjuncts,
who have uncertain job
security, Teaching on Borrowed
Time gives voice to the adjunct
community as well as those
who stubbornly forge ahead in
their professional quests for the
sheer joy of the work.
Public Speaking Handbook
for Librarians and
Information Professionals
Sarah R. Statz 2010-07-27 Now
more than ever, librarians need
good communication skills.
They are no longer unseen
collectors, classiﬁers, and
cultural guardians. Information
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

professionals are doing more
public speaking at conferences,
in meetings, classes, book talks
and countless other situations,
but many of them dislike, even
fear, the thought of getting up
in front of a group of people
and giving a presentation.
Librarians and other
information professionals can
ﬁnd in this work help in
overcoming their hesitation.
Part one oﬀers basic principles
for better speech preparation
and delivery, discussing such
topics as the importance of
good listening skills to being a
good speaker, doing the
necessary research beforehand,
applying organizational skills to
a presentation, engaging an
audience, practicing a
presentation before actually
giving it, and putting oneself at
ease, among others. Part Two
discusses the speciﬁc situations
in which librarians often have to
communicate, including
interviews, interpersonal
communication, library
instruction, meetings and
presentations to large groups.
Public Speaking: The Evolving
Art Stephanie J. Coopman
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2016-09-14 Coopman and Lull's
PUBLIC SPEAKING: THE
EVOLVING ART, 4th Edition,
combines time-tested
techniques with innovative
variations on the well-respected
traditions of public speaking
instruction to equip you with
the skills you need to become a
conﬁdent, competent, and
ethical public speaker. It
illustrates the evolution of
public speaking as an art form - from Greek and Roman
traditions to the most
contemporary forms of public
address, including the use of
presentation media. Packed
with examples from popular
culture, it analyzes the public
speaking success of such
contemporary ﬁgures as Bernie
Sanders and Malala Yousafzai.
It also includes numerous
prompts to help you put your
new skills into practice -- in the
classroom, community, and
professional context. Important
Notice: Media content
referenced within the product
description or the product text
may not be available in the
ebook version.
Essential Speech Rudolph F.
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

Verderber 2010-04-06 Take
your students from the basics
of communication to mastering
speech preparation and
delivery with this engaging,
dynamic text. ESSENTIAL
SPEECH introduces the various
types of speeches as well as
the keys for eﬀective speech
preparation and conﬁdent
delivery. Relevant activities and
examples of eﬀective and
ineﬀective communication
make student learning easier.
Students learn how strong
speeches begin with thorough
preparation. They develop into
conﬁdent, competent
communicators as they learn to
research and use language and
vocabulary eﬀectively. Students
learn useful delivery strategies
as well as how to perfect their
listening, observing, analyzing,
and critiquing abilities. This
book's inviting and open visual
presentation, along with
numerous examples drawn
from today's world, keep the
presentation meaningful and
engaging for your students.
Numerous hands-on activities
also keep students actively
involved in learning. Ongoing
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review and assessment ensure
that students understand the
concepts as they move ahead.
Technology has had a huge
inﬂuence on how we learn, how
we work, and how we
communicate today. The online
Speech Builder Express tool
solves the major challenges in
this course: getting students
organized and comfortable to
make their presentations and
relieving anxiety and stress
caused by lack of planning and
organization. Speech Builder
Express coaches students
through every step of the
speech outlining process. By
providing students with the
necessary tutorials, sample
videos, and access to a
dictionary and thesaurus, this
product will help build student
conﬁdence, lessen student
anxiety, and prepare them for
real-world career speaking
opportunities. Discover all of
the aspects of teaching speech
that you told us were important
to you from concepts and
practice to technology support.
This book's approach is based
on extensive ﬁeld research and
input from teachers across the
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

nation. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the
product description or the
product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Speech 100 Warren G.
Sandmann 1999-05
Elements of Public Speaking
Fortunato Gupit 1986
Communication Daniel M
Dunn 2019-12-06
Communication: Embracing
Diﬀerence, 5e, provides the
fundamentals of
communication theory in
accessible terms and
emphasizes the practical
application of communication
skills in interpersonal, small
group, and public settings,
which helps students become
more conﬁdent and successful
communicators. Designed for
the hybrid class, this new
edition oﬀers an enhanced dual
intercultural and career-based
approach; new examples and
breakout boxes throughout
draw connections to
communicating in the
workplace, experiential
learning, and communicating in
a global society. Oﬀering a
foundation that readers can
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take beyond the classroom, this
volume is designed to resonate
with the diverse student
populations that make up so
many campuses today.
The Art of Communication
Randy Fujishin 2022 The fourth
edition of this dynamic skillsbased introduction to personal
communication includes new
content on virtual
communication scenarios,
inclusive language, conﬂict
resolution, and leadership
development. Concise,
aﬀordable, and incredibly
friendly in tone, this book
makes communication natural
and fun.
The Art of Public Speaking
Stephen Lucas 2004 Lucas'
"The Art of Public Speaking" is
the leading public speaking
textbook in the ﬁeld. Whether a
novice or an experienced
speaker when beginning the
course, every student will learn
how to be a better public
speaker through Lucas' clear
explanations. Creative
activities, vivid examples,
annotated speech samples, and
foundation of classic and
contemporary rhetoric provide
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

students a strong
understanding of public
speaking. When instructors
teach from this textbook, they
beneﬁt from Lucas' Integrated
Teaching Package. The
Annotated Instructor's Edition
and Instructor's Manual, both
written by Steve Lucas, provide
teaching tips and give outlines
on how to use the various
supplements. As a result,
instructors are able to see
various teaching examples,
how to integrate technology,
and analyses and discussion
questions for video clips in
class. The Annotated
Instructor's Edition, Instructor's
Manual, Test Bank, CDs, videos,
and other supplements provide
instructors the tools needed to
create a dynamic classroom.
This edition has a supplement
to meet the needs of online
classes, Teaching Public
Speaking Online with The Art of
Public Speaking.
TIPS Dan Manolescu
2019-06-17 TIPS - A Guidebook
for Teaching Excellence in ESL is a necessary tool for teaching
and learning English as a
Second Language. The book is
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a sampler containing useful
information regarding the
history of the English language,
the correlation between
language and culture, and
provides a solid framework with
which to create meaningful
contexts in the teaching and
learning of correct grammar,
vocabulary, reading, writing,
and literature at various levels
of English proﬁciency. The
major sections of the book start
with TIPS and practical
information addressed to the
ESL teachers (and students),
and the main purpose is to help
instructors deliver interesting,
productive, and eﬀective
content in the classroom. The
author reveals the need for
teachers to elevate the
students’ motivation by
positioning the learning as a
discovery process. They
become more and more eager
to ﬁnd out about the how’s and
why’s of the development of
the language. The book collects
practical information on a
variety of topics and the
research behind them in an
easy-to-use format.
Speaking in Public Michael
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

Osborn 1982
Speech Communication
Made Simple Paulette Dale
2000 Key Beneﬁt: Speech
Communication Made Simple is
the second edition of this bestselling title for ESL students. It
is designed to give students all
the skills, practice, and
conﬁdence they need to write a
speech and then give a great
delivery. Speech
Communication Made Simple is
a 'must-have' for all ESL
students who need eﬀective
communication, organizational
and presentation skills. Key
Topics: This new edition covers
everything students need to
know at a level they can
understand. Students learn
about communication styles,
body language, and gestures.
They learn how to write a
speech, outline and organize
their thoughts. Speech
Communication Made Simple
also includes sample speeches
and classroom activities.
Market: advanced ESL students
in Speech Communication
courses and/or ESL students
who need to give speeches in
their line of studies or chosen
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career.
The Public Speaking Playbook
Teri Kwal Gamble 2020-01-07
Learn to speak in public without
breaking a sweat! The Public
Speaking Playbook, Third
Edition coaches students to
prepare, practice, and present
speeches at their highest level.
With a focus on actively
building skills, authors Teri Kwal
Gamble and Michael W. Gamble
guide students in the
fundamentals of the public
speaking process, and uses
frequent interactive exercises
that allow students to
practice—and improve—their
public speaking. Students want
to put their skills into practice
quickly, so the Playbook gives
them the essentials in brief
learning modules that focus on
skill-building through
independent and collaborative
learning activities. As students
master their skills, they are also
encouraged to think critically
about what it means to “play
fair” in your public
speaking—with a focus on
diversity, ethics, and civic
engagement.
A Survey of Human
best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

Communication Michael A.
Griﬃn 2015-12-14 This
textbook provides a survey of
the Speech and Communication
Studies areas of
Communication, focusing on
human communication through
the transactional model of
communication. Interpersonal
Communication chapters
constitute the largest portion of
the book, with the Public
Speaking chapters the next
largest block, followed by the
Intercultural and Small
Group/Organizational
Communication chapters.
Homework and/or classroom
exercises are provided in nearly
every chapter to enable
students to learn the related
skills and/or reinforce their
knowledge. There is a unique
money talk section in the
Relationship Communication
chapter, an in-depth problemsolving exercise with sample
content information in the
Small Group/Organizational
Communication chapter, an
overview of controversial
Intercultural topics in the
Intercultural Communication
chapter that can be optional
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reading, and a step-by-step
process for learning how to
write thesis sentences in one of
the Public Speaking chapters. In
addition, instructions for and
samples of seven diﬀerent

best-topics-a-five-minutes-informative-speech

types of speeches are provided,
as well as evaluation forms, to
give instructors suitable
choices.
Public Speaking Inst Res
Mnl W/Tb 2002
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